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This study analyzes global inflation synchronization and derives policy implications for the Korean economy. Unlike previous studies that assume a single global inflation factor, this study investigates if inflation in Korea can be explained further by other global inflation factors. Our principal component analysis provides three principal components for global inflation that are linked to the Korea inflation rate — the first component is closely related to OECD inflation, and the second and third components reflect China’s inflation. This study empirically demonstrates via in-sample fitting and out-of-sample forecasting that the three principal components of global inflation play a significant role in explaining and predicting Korean inflation in the short-term, while their role is limited in the mid-term. Domestic macroeconomic variables are found to be more important for the mid-term movements of the Korean inflation rate. The empirical results here suggest that the Bank of Korea should focus more on domestic economic conditions than on global inflation when implementing monetary policy because global factors are likely to be already reflected in domestic macro-variables in the mid-term.
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I. Introduction

Many theoretical inflation models, represented by the Phillips curve, predict that there exists a meaningful relationship between economy activity and inflation. However, recent studies provide empirical evidence that the link between the real economy and inflation has weakened or disappeared since early 2000s. The macroeconomic phenomenon which casts doubt on the theoretical prediction is referred to as the ‘missing disinflation puzzle’. Regarding new empirical findings, special attention is paid to the role of a global inflation factor that triggers simultaneous
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movements in many countries’ inflation rates. Many studies in the literature argue that the missing disinflation puzzle is partially attributed to the changed importance of the global inflation factor in recent decades (e.g., Ciccarelli and Mojon, 2010; Mumtaz and Surico, 2012; Mikolajun and Lodge, 2016).

Global inflation synchronization is also linked to the low inflation rates commonly observed in major developed countries approximately since 2012. For instance, inflation rates were close to 0% in European countries and in the United States during this period. Sluggish inflation raises concern about deflation along with prolonged economic downturns, motivating central banks to implement non-traditional monetary policies such as massive quantitative easing to bring inflation rates up to their target rates. This new policy instrument has led to a sharp rise in asset prices in the capital markets via the excessive liquidity supply and low interest rates. As such, global inflation synchronization has a deep connection not only to inflation but also to various parts of the economy. Currently, many studies, such as that by Constâncio (2014), are underway. Moreover, central banks and international organizations are closely watching this unprecedented phenomenon. Related to this Hall (2011) and Christiano et al. (2015) study how low inflation and a slow economic recovery are connected to the causes of the Great Recession.

The aim of this study is to suggest policy implications for the Korean economy associated with global inflation synchronization. Considering that the Korean economy heavily relies on international trade, it would be important to understand how the global phenomenon affects inflation in Korea. The Korea inflation rate has continued to fall below the Bank of Korea's inflation target rate in recent years. This could be a natural consequence of Korea being more affected by the low level of the global inflation factor rather than by certain domestic factors.

This study is related to previous studies in the literature. Ciccarelli and Mojon (2010) empirically demonstrate that a single global inflation factor can suitably explain the inflation rates of many countries and allows for improved inflation forecasting. Borio and Filardo (2007) show that structural changes in the global aggregate demand explain global inflation dynamics. Melitz and Ottaviano (2008) point to trade liberalization as a source of global inflation synchronization. Cecchetti et al. (2007), Rogoff (2003), Mumtaz and Surico (2012), and Conti et al. (2017) emphasize the role of traditional monetary policies on inflation synchronization and low inflation. Mumtaz and Surico (2012) show that the low inflation has been commonly observed in many developed countries since 1980s and argue that such a change in the inflation dynamics is directly linked to global currency depreciation. Lastly, Mikolajun and Lodge (2016) provide evidence that a global inflation factor explains the inflation rates of individual countries well, but the influence of the global factor is already absorbed in domestic macro-variables. They conclude that there is no need to consider the global factor separately when explaining the inflation rates of individual countries.

Unlike the aforementioned papers, this study considers the possibility that there exist several global inflation factors rather than just one. To extract potential factors, a principal component analysis (PCA) is applied to panel data of inflation rates and the estimated principal components are then employed to explain and predict Korean inflation rates. A particularly striking result is that the first principal component is closely related to the OECD weighted average inflation rate, while the second and
third principal components are closely related to China’s inflation rate.

One of the difficulties in an empirical analysis of Korean inflation is that the sample size of Korean macroeconomic variables is not yet sufficiently accumulated for reliable statistical inference, as the Bank of Korea changed its monetary policy base to inflation targeting in 1998. Due to the lack of data information, it is practically difficult to carry out a precise quantitative analysis in empirical models in which both global inflation factors and domestic macro-variables are included. This study resolves this practical issue by employing the LASSO (Least Absolute Shrinkage and Selection Operator) methodology of Tibshirani (1996). LASSO is a widely used technique in the machine learning literature in cases involving a limited amount of data compared to the number of coefficients.

The main empirical findings of this study are as follows. The global inflation principal components play important roles in explaining and predicting Korea's inflation rate in the short-term. However, in the mid-term, the performance of the global inflation principal components in terms of in-sample fitting and out-of-sample forecasting substantially diminishes. On the other hand, Korean macro-variables provide better explanatory and prediction power in the mid-term than the global inflation principal components. In light of this point, the recent economic downturn in the global economy and the resulting low global inflation may have only a limited effect on the inflation rate in Korea in the mid-term. In addition, the Bank of Korea, whose policy goal is to keep domestic prices stable, appears to be more apt to adjust its monetary policy in accordance with Korean economic situations. However, this does not necessarily mean that the Bank of Korea should ignore global inflation factors. Rather, it means that because global factors change Korean macro-variables in the mid-term, it is better carefully to monitor the macro-variables which already reflect global economic conditions when enacting its monetary policies.

The composition of this paper is as follows. In Section 2, we examine the inflation synchronization phenomenon using panel data for inflation rates. Also, we estimate the global inflation factors via PCA and shows how inflation in each individual country is explained by common factors. In Section 3, international and domestic macro-variables relevant to the inflation rate of Korea are extracted from LASSO. Section 4 discusses policy implications based on the results of Sections 2 and 3. Section 5 provides concluding remarks.

II. Inflation Synchronization Phenomenon

Researchers have been actively investigating global synchronization in the real economy and inflation since the early 2000s. A representative study is that by Ciccarelli and Mojon (2010). They argue that similar patterns in long-term inflation trends are observed in many developed countries.

Figure 1 and Figure 2 show the inflation trends of major developed countries (G7) and Korea. As shown in the figure, inflation in developed countries has shown a highly consistent trend since the late 1990s. Clearer co-movements are observed during the financial crisis. The Korean inflation rate has also been characterized by inflation synchronization since the late 1990s. One noticeable feature is that inflation synchronization exists not only in the mid-term (annual inflation rate in Figure 2)
but also in the very short-term (quarterly inflation rate in Figure 1).

To demonstrate empirically the rise of inflation synchronization further, the inflation rates of 22 OECD countries and China are reported in Figure 3. The 22 OECD countries are Austria, Australia, Belgium, Canada, Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Italy, Ireland, Japan, Luxembourg, Netherland, New Zealand, Norway, Portugal, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, U.K., and the United States. The OECD countries were also used in the study of Ciccarelli and Mojon (2010).

It is clear that inflation in OECD countries has seen constantly showing very similar movements since the late 1990s, as in the case of the G7 countries. Next, in Figure 4 we report how the cross-sectional variance of the inflation rates changes over time. At each quarter, the sample variance is calculated using the inflation rates in Figure 3. The inflation variance continues to fall since the mid-1980s, reaching 0.5 and less since the late 1990s. This can be interpreted as meaning that the inflation rates have varied similarly relative to each other for the last 20 years.

In order to check how the correlation between Korean inflation and other OECD countries’ inflation rates has been changing over time properly, which is the main

**Figure 1— Inadvertent Infringement**

*Note:* The solid black line indicates the inflation rate of Korea.


**Figure 2— CPI Inflation Rate Compared to the Same Quarter in the Previous Year: G7 Countries and Korea**

*Note:* The solid black line indicates the inflation rate of Korea.

goal of this study, the full sample period is divided into sections before and after 1998. Note that the Bank of Korea began inflation targeting in 1998. The sample correlation is computed using pairs of the inflation rates between Korea and each OECD country. The average of the sample correlations is used for the analysis. Before 1998, China's inflation rate is excluded in the computation. The average correlation before 1998 is only 0.098, while it is 0.27 after 1998. This means that the correlation between Korean inflation and inflation in other OECD countries has increased dramatically over the last 20 years.

In order to check how the correlation between Korean inflation and other OECD countries’ inflation rates has been changing over time properly, which is the main goal of this study, the full sample period is divided into sections before and after 1998. Note that the Bank of Korea began inflation targeting in 1998. The sample correlation is computed using pairs of the inflation rates between Korea and each OECD country. The average of the sample correlations is used for the analysis. Before 1998, China's inflation rate is excluded in the computation. The average correlation before 1998 is only 0.098, while it is 0.27 after 1998. This means that the correlation between Korean inflation and inflation in other OECD countries has increased dramatically over the last 20 years.

Currently, the central banks of major developed countries are implementing
Table 1 — Inflation Stabilization Goals: Major Developed Countries and Korea

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>US</th>
<th>Canada</th>
<th>Japan</th>
<th>EU</th>
<th>Korea</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2016</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: When the inflation stability target is reported as a range, i.e., other than a single point, the median value of the range is reported here.


inflation targeting, that is, monetary policy intended to hold inflation to a moderate level. However, these central bank policies have not been successful. Table 1 shows the annual inflation target levels of selected major countries and Korea from 2012 to 2016. Also see Figure 5 for how much actual inflation rates deviate from the target rates in the developed countries. It is clearly shown in Figure 5 that the actual inflation rate in Korea substantially differs from the target rate set by the Bank of Korea from 2012 to 2016. Despite the fact that the deviation of actual inflation from its target rate is persistent, its underlying cause has not yet been identified. However, the global inflation synchronization shown in Figures 1-4 suggests the possibility that some global factors not controlled by the monetary policy of the Bank of Korea may influence the inflation rate in Korea.

A. Inflation Principal Components

This section focuses on the effect of global inflation synchronization on CPI (consumer price index) inflation in Korea. To extract a global inflation factor, Ciccarelli and Mojon (2010) conducted a dynamic factor analysis to the 22 OECD
countries mentioned in the previous section. Their study provides evidence that a single global inflation factor accounts for 50% to 90% of inflation movements in many countries. The result is especially noticeable for developed countries.

Ciccarelli and Mojon (2010) assume that only one global inflation factor matters in the explanation of the inflation rates of individual countries. In order to validate this assumption empirically, this study carefully examines five independent principal components as potential global factors that can explain Korean inflation. It is important to note that the main goal of this analysis is not statistically to choose the correct number of common factors. A principal component that does not have strong in-sample explanatory power for other countries may have strong in-sample explanatory or out-of-sample forecasting power with regard to Korean inflation.

This study estimates several global inflation factors through a principal component analysis (PCA). The factor analysis used in Ciccarelli and Mojon (2010) is relatively easy to interpret in that it assumes that while a global factor affects all individual countries, idiosyncratic shocks to individual countries cannot affect the global factor. However, as the number of common factors increases in the factor model, the number of coefficients to be estimated rapidly increases. It is also necessary to make strong assumptions about how each common factor evolves over time and about how common factors differ from each other. China’s inflation data used in our analysis are available only from the mid-1990s in the World Bank database. Therefore, inaccurate estimates are likely due to the lack of data if we adopt the dynamic factor model of Ciccarelli and Mojon (2010). On the other hand, PCA, which is a non-parametric estimation method, does not require us to estimate many coefficients for statistical inference compared to the number of observations. Many papers, such as that by Stock and Watson (2011), theoretically show that the principal components of PCA well approximate common factors of a factor analysis when the cross-section sample size is large enough. Although the cross-section sample size of the data of this study is not that large, we obtain empirical evidence by which the first principal component resembles the OECD average inflation rate, consistent with other studies showing that the common factor estimated by dynamic factor models is nearly identical to the OECD average inflation rate.

The \( j \)-th principal component is given by a linear function of the inflation rates \((y_{1,t}, y_{2,t}, \ldots, y_{n,t})\) of \( n \) countries, and each principal component is constructed by different weights \((w_{j,1}, w_{j,2}, \ldots, y_{j,n}, j=1,2,\cdots, 5)\), as follows:

\[
fi_{j,t} = w_{j,1}y_{1,t} + w_{j,2}y_{2,t} + \cdots + w_{j,n}y_{n,t}.
\]

The first principal component \(( f_{1,t} )\) is the component that best describes the inflation rates of \( n \) countries collectively. The order of the other principal components is determined according to their in-sample explanatory power levels.

In addition to the inflation data from the 22 OECD countries used in Ciccarelli and Mojon (2010), our study estimates the principal components with China’s CPI inflation rate. China’s share of exports in international trade has increased significantly over the past two decades. This simply means that the Chinese economy now has a non-negligible influence in the global market. Therefore, excluding China in the
analysis, as in Ciccarelli and Mojon (2010), could result in misleading policy implications. Therefore, this study additionally considers the linkage of the global economy with China.

Table 2 shows how well the five principal components account for the inflation rates for all countries in the sample and for certain selected developed countries. The first component accounts for approximately 50% of the inflation rate panel data. The second and third components account for 7.6% and 5.2% of the data, respectively. On average, the first three components explain about 63% of the world's inflation rates.

From the third column to the last column, Table 2 shows the in-sample explanatory power levels of the five components for the major developed countries. Ciccarelli and Mojon (2010) argue that a single global inflation factor (or the first principal component) has more explanatory power compared to the result in Table 2. There are two reasons for this difference. Firstly, Ciccarelli and Mojon (2010) intensively analyze the inflation dynamics before the 2008 financial crisis, while this study adds more data collected over the past ten years. Secondly, unlike the common factor analysis of Ciccarelli and Mojon (2010), PCA assumes several independent components; consequently, each component could have less explanatory power than a single common factor extracted by their common factor analysis.

A drawback of PCA is that interpretations of the estimated principal components are difficult. To resolve the interpretation issue, we examine how countries' first, second and third principal components are largely reflected. Figure 6 reports the absolute values of the estimated weights of the principal components.

Figure 6 shows that the first principal component widely reflects inflation in the major developed countries. The second and third principal components reflect China's inflation. This implies that an empirical analysis without China's inflation data could lead to statistical errors. This result may be viewed as a natural consequence of the Chinese economy having significant impacts on the global economy since the 1990s.

### Table 2 — In-sample Explanatory Power Values of Principal Components (PC)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Average</th>
<th>US</th>
<th>China</th>
<th>Canada</th>
<th>France</th>
<th>Germany</th>
<th>Italy</th>
<th>Japan</th>
<th>UK</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PC1 ((f_{1n}))</td>
<td>49.8</td>
<td>63.6</td>
<td>19.4</td>
<td>50.2</td>
<td>75.2</td>
<td>64.3</td>
<td>67.1</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>32.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PC2 ((f_{2n}))</td>
<td>7.6</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>51.6</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>24.1</td>
<td>7.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PC3 ((f_{3n}))</td>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>19.7</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PC4 ((f_{4n}))</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>10.2</td>
<td>8.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PC5 ((f_{5n}))</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>5.9</td>
<td>9.8</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>16.8</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Note:** 1) The weights that construct the principal components are estimated using data from the first quarter of 1998 to the second quarter of 2018. 2) In order to avoid the quantitative problem of the domestic price prediction model to be used in Section 2, such as the redundant use of data, the domestic consumer price is not used to estimate the principal component.

Figure 6—Absolute Values of Weights for Principal Components: Major Developed Countries

Note: $f_i$ represents the $i^{th}$ component.

Source: Inflation data - World Bank, weights for principal components - author’s calculations.

Figure 7 shows the weighted average of OECD countries’ inflation rates according to the real GDP and the estimated first principal component. Except one or two years in the late 1990s, the two series show nearly identical movements. Ciccarelli and Mojon (2010) also empirically demonstrate that the single global inflation factor is nearly identical to the OECD inflation rate. Figure 7 implies that the first principal component estimated in this study also can be interpreted as the global inflation factor estimated by Ciccarelli and Mojon (2010).

Figure 8 shows that the second and third principal components collectively contain information about China’s inflation. In Figure 8, the blue line represents the difference between the second and third principal components, and the red line represents China’s inflation rate. The result that the linear combination of the two principal components represents inflation in China and these components explain inflation at a rate of approximately 13% of the major OECD countries has not been published in previous studies.

Lastly, in PCA, a mathematical sign is not meaningless. Consequently, it is possible to multiply the second principal component by -1 and define it as a new
The fourth and fifth principal components may also have important meanings, but a direct interpretation is not necessary because they are not selected by our statistical procedure in the models that explain Korea's inflation rate in the next section.

The parallel analysis developed by Horn (1965) has been widely used to determine the number of principal components or common factors in practice. See O'Connor (2000), Dinno (2009), and Dobriban and Owen (2019) for details about this implementation and recent developments. The method is based on the eigenvalues of the covariance matrix for bootstrapped samples. In the test, each eigenvalue extracted from the actual data is compared to a set of counterpart eigenvalues extracted from randomly generated data sets via bootstrapping. If the actual eigenvalue is larger than a percentile of the simulated eigenvalues pre-specified by a researcher, the principal component corresponding to the tested eigenvalue is statistically significant. With a cutoff percentile of 0.95, the parallel analysis indicates that only the first principal component is statistically significant, whereas the second and third principal components are not. The critical values are estimated to be 2.178, 1.952, and 1.796 for the first three principal components. The actual eigenvalues are estimated to be 10.906, 1.788 and 1.188 for the first three principal components. This result is not surprising given that the second and third principal components explain only 7.6% and 5.2% of the whole dataset, as shown in Table 2. However, the main objective of this study is not to determine the number of statistically significant principal components. Instead, the main goal is to determine the presence of one or more common factors that can explain the Korea inflation rate. Despite the fact that the parallel analysis suggests only a single common factor, it does not necessarily mean that other factors are meaningless with regard to the Korean inflation rate.

Korea's inflation and the three estimated principal components are compared directly in Figure 9. To simplify this comparison, Korea's inflation rate and the estimated principal components are normalized. The first principal component shows movements similar to those of Korea's inflation rate in the short-term and long-term. However, it is difficult to find direct relationships between the second or
third principal component and Korea’s inflation rate through a visual inspection. In the next section, a detailed statistical analysis of the relationship between Korea’s inflation rate and the principal components will be conducted. Another interesting finding in this section is that the correlation between Korea’s inflation rate and the first principal component changes before and after 1998. The sample correlation is -0.17 before 1998 and increases to 0.63 after 1998.

For a robustness check, PCA is conducted using expanded inflation rate data from the Czech Republic, Mexico, Poland, and Korea in addition to the 22 OECD countries used in Ciccarelli and Mojon (2010). This result is reported in Table 3 and Figure 10. As before, the first principal component accounts for 45% of the inflation rate movements in all of the countries included in the analysis.

A notable difference can be found in the interpretation of the second and third principal components. As shown in Figure 10, the second principal component is mainly formed by China’s inflation rate, as before. However, the third principal component is driven in large part by Japan’s inflation rate. The third principal component reported in Figure 10 is most likely related to the fourth or fifth principal

### Table 3—Average and Individual Explanatory Power Values of the Principal Components

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Average</th>
<th>Korea</th>
<th>US</th>
<th>China</th>
<th>Canada</th>
<th>France</th>
<th>Germany</th>
<th>Italy</th>
<th>Japan</th>
<th>UK</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PC1 (f_{1t})</td>
<td>45.5</td>
<td>41.1</td>
<td>59.4</td>
<td>142</td>
<td>43.3</td>
<td>70.7</td>
<td>61.5</td>
<td>70.1</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>28.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PC2 (f_{2t})</td>
<td>9.0</td>
<td>6.1</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>397</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>7.7</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>5.8</td>
<td>6.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PC3 (f_{3t})</td>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>11.6</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>23.1</td>
<td>2.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PC4 (f_{4t})</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>179</td>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PC5 (f_{5t})</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>13.7</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>18.9</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note: 1) The weights used to construct the principal components are estimated using data from the first quarter of 1998 to the second quarter of 2018.*

*Source: CPI - World Bank; Estimates - author’s calculations.*
component obtained from the previous PCA. This can be deduced from the result in Table 3, which shows that the fourth and fifth principal components well explain Japan's inflation rate.

Next, we compare the first and second principal components estimated by the expanded data. Figure 11 clearly shows that the first principal component and the OECD inflation rate are nearly identical, as before. Moreover, in Figure 12, the second principal component and China's inflation rate move very similarly in the mid-term and long-term. This means that although there are subtle differences between the results of the original data and the expanded data, China’s inflation rate is directly related to the underlying principal components.
B. Determinants of Global Inflation Factors

The goal of this section is to analyze the economic variables that explain global inflation. To this end, we adopt a simple linear regression model. Table 4 describes the explanatory and dependent variables included in the model. The dependent variable is the average (annual) OECD inflation rate. When computing the average, we use individual inflation rates weighted by corresponding real GDPs. Based on the result of the PCA in Section 2 and the results of Ciccarelli and Mojon (2010), both the first principal component and the OECD inflation rate can be interpreted as a global inflation factor. Because most explanatory variables are only observed annually, the annual OECD inflation rate is used instead of the first principal component estimated with quarterly data in Section 2.

The first explanatory variable represents the aggregate labor supply of OECD countries. The second explanatory variable represents the indicator of the internal trade importance. The third variable presents the monetary policy in OECD countries. The fourth and fifth variables indicate the aggregate production activity in OECD countries. The last variable is the global oil price, which is an important production factor. The two variables for the OECD economic activity participation rate and the OECD trade volume are observed annually. Thus, the observations of the other explanatory variables are adjusted to an annual frequency. The empirical data begin from 1981 because the aggregate OECD currency volume (M2) has been reported since 1981.

Table 5 shows the ordinary least squares (OLS) estimates based on the data from 1995 to 2016. To avoid the multicollinearity problem, only one of the two variables that represent production activity (OECD Industrial Production Index and OECD Real GDP Cycle) is included in the model. Of the five explanatory variables, only two are statistically significant. The most important variable is the OECD M2 growth rate, which represents the monetary policy. As shown in Table 5, the estimated coefficient for the OECD M2 growth rate is statistically significant at the 1% significance level. Additionally, the absolute value of the estimate is highest among all of the other estimated coefficients. This result is in line with economic theory.
### Table 4 — Explanatory Variables for OECD Inflation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Explanatory variable</th>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Definition and remarks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OECD Economic Activity Participation Rate ($z_{1t}$)</td>
<td>OECD</td>
<td>(Employed + Unemployed) / Population Aged 15 and Over, Annual rate of Change</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OECD Trade Volume Relative to GDP ($z_{2t}$)</td>
<td>World Bank</td>
<td>Trade Amount / GDP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OECD M2 ($z_{3t}$)</td>
<td>OECD</td>
<td>Annual Change Rate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OECD Industrial Production Index ($z_{4t}$)</td>
<td>OECD</td>
<td>Annual Change Rate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OECD Real GDP Cycle ($z_{5t}$)</td>
<td>World Bank</td>
<td>Hodrick–Prescott filter ($\lambda = 7$)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dubai Oil Prices ($z_{6t}$)</td>
<td>Federal Reserve Bank, St. Louis</td>
<td>Annual Change Rate</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Note:** The variable collection corresponds to the suggestion of Ravn and Uhlig (2002).

**Source:** OECD; Data period: 1981 to 2016.

### Table 5 — OLE Estimates - 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>$z_{1t}$</th>
<th>$z_{2t}$</th>
<th>$z_{3t}$</th>
<th>$z_{4t}$</th>
<th>$z_{5t}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Estimates</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>-0.102**</td>
<td>0.341**</td>
<td>0.306</td>
<td>0.014*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Standard error)</td>
<td>(0.277)</td>
<td>(0.047)</td>
<td>(0.134)</td>
<td>(0.225)</td>
<td>(0.007)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Period:** 1995 ~ 2016; **Number of Observations:** 22; **R-squared = 0.78**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>$z_{1t}$</th>
<th>$z_{2t}$</th>
<th>$z_{3t}$</th>
<th>$z_{4t}$</th>
<th>$z_{5t}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Estimates</td>
<td>-0.178</td>
<td>-0.147***</td>
<td>0.453***</td>
<td>0.195</td>
<td>70.005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Standard error)</td>
<td>(0.349)</td>
<td>(0.039)</td>
<td>(0.082)</td>
<td>(0.268)</td>
<td>(0.009)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Period:** 1981 ~ 2016; **Number of Observations:** 36; **R-squared = 0.82**

$z_{1t}$: OECD Economic Activity Participation Rate
$z_{2t}$: OECD Trade volume relative to GDP
$z_{3t}$: OECD M2
$z_{4t}$: OECD Industrial Production Index
$z_{5t}$: OECD real GDP Cycle
$z_{6t}$: Dubai Oil Prices

**Note:** ***: 1% statistical significance, **: 5% statistical significance, *: 10% statistical significance.

The second most important explanatory variable is the trade/GDP ratio. An increase in the trade/GDP ratio can be seen as a sign of global trade liberalization. A study by Melitz and Ottaviano (2008) theoretically shows that trade liberalization triggers commodity competition and as a result lowers the price levels of many countries. They also provide empirical evidence for the theoretical prediction. Other variables can be interpreted, but their estimated coefficients are not statistically significant. Thus, I omit them here.

For a robustness check, the sample period is extended to from 1981 to 2016. As before, the M2 growth rate and the trade/GDP ratio are statistically significant at the 1% significance level. The Dubai oil price is a statistically significant variable at the 10% significance level only when using the recent sample from 1995 to 2016.
Because variables of the same year are used in the regression model, one may be concerned about reverse causality. Therefore, Table 6 reports the result of a model with one-year lagged explanatory variables. The new model with the lagged values of the explanatory variables produces no meaningful change in the estimated coefficients. Furthermore, the result is robust if the OECD Industrial Production Index is used instead of the OECD Real GDP Cycle (OECD Real GDP Cycle results are not reported here).

It is consistent with the traditional theory that an increase in M2 in OECD countries leads to an increase in global inflation. The central banks of many countries have been aggressively using expansionary monetary policy instruments since the 2008 financial crisis. The monetary policy stance has been maintained for more than ten years in the EU and Japan. While as of 2019, the Federal Reserve Bank (Fed) moved from an expansionary policy and started to tighten their balance sheet, many experts expected that the tightening monetary policy cannot last long due to signs of an economic recession.

It is difficult to find a reasonable explanation for the globally low inflation for recent years. For example, from 2012 to 2016, many developed countries experienced low inflation despite the use of aggressive expansionary monetary policies. During most of the time period, actual inflation rates were lower than the corresponding inflation targets.

This study suggests that the rapid growth in international trade is an important driver of the low global inflation. Figure 13 shows the explained part of the OECD inflation rate according to the OECD M2 growth rate. The long-term inflation trend looks similar to the OECD M2 growth trend. However, since the mid-1990s, the OECD inflation rate has declined more rapidly than what the OECD M2 growth suggests.
Figure 13—OECD Inflation Rate and OECD M2 Growth

Note: The vertical axis on the left represents the unit of the OECD inflation rate, and the vertical axis on the right represents the unit of the product of the rate of increase in the amount of currency in the OECD and the corresponding coefficient.

Figure 14 plots the unexplained part of the OECD inflation rate according to OECD M2 growth along with the OECD trade/GDP ratio. In the mid-1990s, the OECD trade/GDP ratio dramatically increases. Although China is not a member of OECD, this trend is very similar to China’s growth in trade volume since the opening of their economy. Figure 14 shows that the OECD trade/GDP ratio inversely moves together with the unexplained part of the OECD inflation rate. The sharp increase in international trade is linked to global trade liberalization. Melitz and Ottaviano (2008) theoretically show that trade liberalization can trigger product competition and can lower the aggregate price level of a country. The result in Figure 14 provides evidence of this theoretical prediction.

The U.S. government has attempted to resolve the long-lasting trade imbalance with China by imposing high tariffs. Many scholars and policymakers believe that
such trade barriers can decrease the aggregate trade volume in the global economy. The aforementioned result predicts that a sharp decrease in international trade can exert strong inflation pressure on many countries in the long-term.

### III. In-sample Fitting and Out-of-sample Forecasting Analysis for Korean Inflation

#### A. Variable Selection via LASSO (Least Absolute Shrinkage and Selection Operator)

For a quantitative analysis, this study considers the first five principal components estimated in the previous section and six macro-variables in a linear regression model:

\[
\pi_t = \beta_0 + \sum_{p=1}^{4} (\beta_{1,p} f_{1,t-p} + \beta_{2,p} f_{2,t-p} + \cdots + \beta_{5,p} f_{5,t-p}) \\
+ \sum_{p=1}^{4} (\beta_{6,p} x_{6,t-p} + \beta_{7,p} x_{7,t-p} + \cdots + \beta_{11,p} x_{11,t-p}) \\
+ \beta_{12} \pi_{t-1} + \beta_{13} \pi_{t-2} + \beta_{14} \pi_{t-3} + \beta_{15} \pi_{t-4} + \epsilon_t, \quad E[\epsilon_t] = 0,
\]

where \( \epsilon_t \) represents the residual term of the linear regression model. The dependent variable is the QoQ Korea CPI inflation rate. For each variable, including the dependent variable, four lagged values are used as additional explanatory variables.\(^1\)

The macro-variables in the model are explained in detail in Table 7. Domestic macro-variables for the Korean economy included in the model represent the domestic monetary policy, production activity, labor market, and exchange rate. The international macro-variable included in the model is the Dubai oil price. Including the lagged Korea inflation rates, in total 44 explanatory variables are used in the model. The main sample period is from the second quarter of 1998 to the second quarter of 2018, and only quarterly data are used in the analysis. The beginning period is determined by considering the time when the bank of Korea’s inflation targeting began.

In the sample, there are only 81 observations. This means that only two observations can be used to estimate one coefficient in the model. Therefore, reasonable statistical inference is not possible with the standard OLS method. Moreover, even if a researcher attempts to reduce the number of variables in the model by excluding unnecessary variables, there are tens of thousands of models that can be constructed from a subset of 44 variables. In this context, choosing an

\(^{1}\)A variable having predictive power does not necessarily mean that the variable has a definite causal effect on the dependent variable. In order for the interpretation to hold, we must make a couple of assumptions. The first is that in the empirical model, some of the variations for Korea’s inflation rate that are derived by domestic macro-shocks are well controlled by lagged domestic macro-variables. The error term in the model will then be a combination of domestic and global shocks. If a global shock persistently affects a global factor and the global factor affects the Korean inflation rate, the lagged values of the global factor will have predictive power. Thus, the predictive power is indirect evidence of a causal effect under these assumptions. This study implicitly uses these assumptions.
### TABLE 7—REGRESSION MODEL VARIABLES FOR DOMESTIC CONSUMER PRICES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Explanatory Variables</th>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Period</th>
<th>Definition and Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First Five Principal</td>
<td>Author’s calculation</td>
<td>1985:Q3–</td>
<td>The inflation rates of 22 OECD countries and China are used to estimate the principal components. Only the first five components are used for the analysis.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Components (PC) for</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Global Inflation ( f_i )</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Call rate ( (x_{1t}) )</td>
<td>Bank of Korea</td>
<td>1991:Q1–</td>
<td>Daily data, annual interest, quarterly average</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M2 ( (x_{2t}) )</td>
<td>Bank of Korea</td>
<td>1986:Q1–</td>
<td>Quarterly change rate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real GDP ( (x_{3t}) )</td>
<td>Bank of Korea</td>
<td>1965:Q2–</td>
<td>Quarterly change rate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KRW / dollar exchange rate ( (x_{4t}) )</td>
<td>Bank of Korea</td>
<td>1964:Q1–</td>
<td>Average (monthly data) trading base rate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dubai Oil Price</td>
<td>Federal Reserve Bank, St. Louis</td>
<td>1980:Q2–</td>
<td>Quarterly change rate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( (x_{5t}) )</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Note:** The vertical axis on the left represents the unit for the residual term, where the rate of increase in the amount of OECD currency in OECD inflation is eliminated, and the vertical axis on the right represents the unit for trade against the OECD GDP.

**Source:** Bank of Korea, Period: 1975:Q1–.

optimal model could be a very difficult task. This study adopts a big data technique, the LASSO (Least Absolute Shrinkage and Selection Operator) method, for model selection. The LASSO method minimizes the following objective function:

\[
\min_{\beta} \left[ \sum_{i=1}^{r} (\hat{e}_i)^2 + \lambda \left( \sum_{p=1}^{4} \sum_{k=1}^{11} |\tilde{\beta}_{k,p}| + \sum_{k=12}^{15} |\tilde{\beta}_k| \right) \right],
\]

\[
\hat{e}_i = \bar{\pi}_t - \sum_{p=1}^{4} \left( \tilde{\beta}_{1,p} x_{1,t-p} + \tilde{\beta}_{2,p} x_{2,t-p} + \cdots + \tilde{\beta}_{5,p} x_{5,t-p} \right) - \sum_{p=1}^{4} \left( \tilde{\beta}_{6,p} x_{1,t} + \tilde{\beta}_{7,p} x_{2,t} + \cdots + \tilde{\beta}_{11,p} x_{5,t} \right) - \tilde{\beta}_{12} \bar{\pi}_{t-1} - \tilde{\beta}_{13} \bar{\pi}_{t-2} - \tilde{\beta}_{14} \bar{\pi}_{t-3} - \tilde{\beta}_{15} \bar{\pi}_{t-4}.
\]

In the equation above, \( \lambda \) is a penalty parameter that is set by the researcher. If the OLS estimate of a coefficient for an explanatory variable is close to 0, this penalty term forces the estimated coefficient value to be exactly 0 and automatically estimates the model after excluding the corresponding variable. In the opposite case, if the OLS estimate of a coefficient is significantly different from zero, the penalty term does not greatly affect the estimated value of the coefficient. That is, the LASSO method divides the entire set of explanatory variables into two groups: one group composed of variables with zero coefficients and the other group composed of variables with non-zero coefficients. If the standard OLS method is applied to the

\[\text{The elastic net method, which is a combination of LASSO and the ridge regression method, can provide more stable results than LASSO because it can efficiently handle the multicollinearity issue in the data. I leave this important extension for future researchers.}\]
model while excluding variables with zero coefficients, the final estimation result would be very similar to that obtained by LASSO.

All of the explanatory variables are normalized using their sample means and standard deviations before applying the LASSO method such that the means and standard deviations of the normalized variables are zero and one, respectively. In the equation above, the upper bar attached to each variable and coefficient means that the corresponding variable is normalized before the estimation. This normalization ensures that the effect of the penalty term on each variable is not affected by the variable’s mean or standard deviation.

B. Short-term Influence of the Principal Components

1. In-sample fitting analysis

In the LASSO method, variable selection or model selection depends on the penalty parameter \( \lambda \). For instance, if the value of \( \lambda \) is large, LASSO does not include any variables in the model. Conversely, if the value of \( \lambda \) is close to 0, all variables are included in the model. Therefore, by changing the value of \( \lambda \) from a very large value to a small value, one can easily check which variables have significant effects on a target dependent variable.

Table 8 shows which variables are selected by LASSO for the Korean inflation rate. The first selected variables are the first and third principal components. Next, the third lagged Korean inflation rate is included, followed by the Korean call rate. Korea's M2 growth rate and the second principal component are also selected next. Note that the principal components are estimated while excluding the Korean inflation rate to avoid using the same data information twice.

Figure 15 shows how the LASSO estimates change depending on the value of \( \lambda \). As explained above, the LASSO estimates deviate from 0 as the value of \( \lambda \) decreases. The variables selected by LASSO are mostly statistically significant, but these estimates may not be easy to interpret economically because all variables are normalized before the estimation. In order to assess the actual relationships between the explanatory variables and the Korean inflation rate, OLS estimation is performed without the normalization step using the eight variables selected by LASSO in Table 8.

Table 9 shows the result of the OLS estimation. The OLS estimate indicates that the selected principal components with different lagged orders suitably explain the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 8—Explanatory Variables Selected by LASSO</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dependent variable: Korea CPI inflation rate QoQ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Selected explanatory variables</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1~4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5~8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( f_1 ): PC1, ( f_2 ): PC2, ( f_3 ): PC3, ( x_1 ): Call rate, ( x_2 ): M2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
short-term movements of the Korean inflation rate. In particular, one quarter of the
lagged principal components have significant effects on the Korean inflation rate. Among many macro-variables, Korea's M2 growth rate is found to be statistically
significant. Indeed, in Table 9, most of the variables selected by LASSO are
statistically significant, except the three-quarter lagged call rate. According to the R-
squared outcome, the selected variables account for 62% of Korea's inflation rate for
last 20 years.

2. Out-of-sample Forecasting Analysis

The previous section employs LASSO to select important variables that explain
Korean inflation. However, due to the limited amount of the data, various statistical
errors and issues may occur. Moreover, the statistically significant variables in the
in-sample estimation may not provide strong predictive power. Thus, it is necessary
to evaluate whether the selected variables can predict the future inflation rate. The
prediction performance is evaluated using the sample from the fourth quarter of 2007
to the second quarter of 2018, a period which includes the financial crisis period.
The weights that are used to construct the principal components are estimated prior
to the fourth quarter of 2007 and are fixed through the prediction period.

The evaluation for the forecast is summarized in Table 10. Model 1 assumes that
the Korean inflation rate follows a random walk process. The model implies that the

![Figure 15 — LASSO Estimates](image-url)
optimal forecast for the next quarter is the current inflation rate. The random walk model is treated as a benchmark model in this section.

Model 2 is an AR(4) model that uses four lagged values of the dependent variable as explanatory variables. Models 3 to Model 10 all are AR(4) models with each explanatory variable in Table 7. Four lagged values of each explanatory variable are included in the models. Model 11 includes Korea's M2 growth rate and real GDP growth rate, which are known to be important when explaining the dynamics of the Korean inflation rate. Model 12 includes only the variables selected by LASSO in the previous section. Model 13 uses the OECD inflation rate and China's inflation rate to replace the first three principal components, reflecting the result of Section 3. For the prediction analysis, it is assumed that relevant variables are known prior to the prediction and that they are identified by LASSO. This may be a limitation in that the LASSO estimation uses the full sample. However, it is a necessary assumption because the full sample size is already relatively small compared to the number of parameters.

Table 11 shows the mean squared error (MSE) for each model along with how much the MSE of each model deviates from that of the benchmark random walk model (Model 1) in terms of the percentage. The main result is that all models except Model 12 and Model 13 show worse predictive performance than the random walk model. On the other hand, Model 12 reduces the MSE by about 30% compared to Model 1. Similarly, Model 13 reduces the MSE by about 11% compared to Model 1.

**TABLE 10—PREDICTION MODELS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Equation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Model 1</td>
<td>Random Walk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\pi_{t+1} = \pi_t + \varepsilon_{t+1}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model 2</td>
<td>Autoregressive Model, AR(4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Regressors: $(\pi_t, \pi_{t-1}, \pi_{t-2}, \pi_{t-4})$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model 3–10</td>
<td>AR(4) + each explanatory variable in Table 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model 11</td>
<td>AR(4) + M2 growth rate and real GDP growth rate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model 12</td>
<td>Variables selected by LASSO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model 13</td>
<td>A model that replaces the principal components with OECD and China’s inflation rates</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Out-of-sample forecasting is evaluated since the fourth quarter of 2007.

**TABLE 11—PREDICTION PERFORMANCE: MEAN SQUARED ERROR**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MSE</td>
<td>0.158</td>
<td>0.168</td>
<td>0.168</td>
<td>0.217</td>
<td>0.215</td>
<td>0.239</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(%)</td>
<td>(0.00)</td>
<td>(6.46)</td>
<td>(5.95)</td>
<td>(37.20)</td>
<td>(35.82)</td>
<td>(51.11)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MSE</td>
<td>0.161</td>
<td>0.482</td>
<td>0.190</td>
<td>0.175</td>
<td>0.111</td>
<td>0.140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(%)</td>
<td>(1.93)</td>
<td>(204.34)</td>
<td>(19.81)</td>
<td>(10.703)</td>
<td>(-29.65)</td>
<td>(-11.43)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Note:** The MSE difference in percentage between Model 1 and a comparison model is shown in parentheses.

**Source:** Estimates - author’s calculations.
To test for whether the improved predictive power over the benchmark model is statistically significant, the predictive hypothesis test of Clark and West (2007) is utilized. In the hypothesis test by Clark and West (2007), the null hypothesis assumes that a compared model and the random walk model have the same predictive power. The alternative hypothesis assumes that a compared model has better predictive power than the random walk model. Table 12 reports the test statistics for Models 12 and 13. For both models, the improvement in the prediction is statistically significant at the 1% significance level.

It is easy to infer based on the hypothesis test result that the principal components or the global inflation factors play a very important role in the prediction. Note that the out-of-sample forecast is not improved by any of the models that include only Korean domestic macro-variables or the oil price. Only the models that include the principal components (or OECD and China’s inflation rates) and macro-variables selected by LASSO greatly improve the prediction performance. This is consistent with the in-sample analysis, where all of the first three principal components are statistically significant.

Section 2 shows that the first principal component is nearly identical to the OECD inflation rate. Therefore, the first principal component can be interpreted as a global inflation factor, as documented by many previous studies. This study also shows that the global inflation factor is closely related to the OECD M2 growth rate and the OECD trade/GDP ratio. Another important empirical implication from Section 2 is that the second and third principal components reflect information about China’s inflation rate.

The empirical analysis in this section offers us evidence that global inflation synchronization, which is potentially reflected in the principal components, has a profound effect on the Korea inflation rate in the short-term. If one needs to predict the Korean inflation rate in the short-term, the common variations in many countries’ inflation rates (their lagged values) will provide valuable information.

C. Mid-term Influence of the Principal Components

This section extends the analysis in the previous section by considering the range from one-year to two-year forecasting periods. That is, this section focuses on predicting how much the aggregate price level in Korea will change after one or two years from the present. For the one-year-ahead (or two-years-ahead) prediction, we use the one-year (or two-year) inflation rate as the target dependent variable. When computing the mid-term inflation rates, much of the short-term movement in the aggregate price will be eliminated. Thus, only mid-term economic factors that affect
inflation for more than one year will be reflected in the observed inflation rate. Finding these factors is the main objective of this section.

All models described in Table 10 are used for the predictive performance evaluation. For the explanatory variables, their annual growth rates or annual averages are used instead of the quarterly growth rates or the quarterly averages. Only the one-year lagged values of the dependent variable and the explanatory variables instead of four lagged values are included in the models. LASSO selects the first three principal components, the call rate, and the annual M2 growth rate in the in-sample estimation. All variables are included in Model 12. As before, Model 13 replaces the first three principal components with the OECD and China’s inflation rates.

The prediction result is reported in Table 13. We find that models with the real GDP growth rate show better predictive power than the benchmark random walk model (Model 1). The model with the real GDP growth rate (Model 8) shows that the MSE decreases by about 42% compared to Model 1. Model 11 contains both the real GDP growth rate and the M2 growth rate. When these two variables are used together, the predictive power is further improved than when each variable is used separately. The model with the KRW/USD exchange rate (Model 9) and the model with the Dubai oil price (Model 10) also exhibit less predictive power than the models that contain the real GDP growth rate and the M2 growth rate. The change in the set of important variables compared to the previous section can be attributed to the fact that short-term inflation movements are largely eliminated when calculating the one-year inflation rate.

### Table 13—Prediction Performance: Mean Squared Error

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MSE (%)</td>
<td>1.840 (0.00)</td>
<td>2.063 (12.11)</td>
<td>1.790 (-2.73)</td>
<td>2.364 (28.46)</td>
<td>2.085 (13.34)</td>
<td>2.044 (11.071)</td>
<td>2.023 (9.94)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Model 8 9 10 11 12 13
| MSE (%) | 1.070 (-41.84) | 1.776 (-3.49) | 1.860 (1.10) | 0.965 (-47.55) | 1.963 (6.70) | 2.922 (58.77) |

Note: The MSE difference in percentage between Model 1 and a comparing model is shown in parentheses.

Source: Estimates - author’s calculations.

### Table 14—Prediction Performance: Mean Squared Error

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MSE (%)</td>
<td>5.387 (0.00)</td>
<td>7.005 (30.02)</td>
<td>6.092 (13.08)</td>
<td>5.220 (-3.11)</td>
<td>6.121 (13.61)</td>
<td>7.087 (31.54)</td>
<td>6.935 (28.72)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Model 8 9 10 11 12 13
| MSE (%) | 4.855 (-9.87) | 6.996 (29.84) | 6.816 (26.51) | 4.209 (-21.86) | 5.811 (7.86) | 6.317 (17.25) |

Note: The MSE difference in percentage between Model 1 and a comparing model is shown in parentheses.

Source: Estimates - author’s calculations.
Finally, we perform an out-of-sample predictive analysis for the two-year-ahead inflation rate. Similar to the one-year-ahead prediction, Model 11’s predictive power is the highest. To investigate the predictive power of Model 11 further, the statistics of Clark and West (2007) are computed and reported in Table 15. The result shows that the improved predictive power of Model 11 is statistically significant at the 1% (5%) significance level for the one-year (two-year) prediction case.

### IV. Policy Implications

The previous sections provide quantitative analyses to examine whether the principal components of inflation suitably explain or predict short- and mid-term movements of the inflation rate in Korea. This section presents policy implications based on the reported results thus far.

The important empirical results of the PCA are summarized as follows. The first principal component can be interpreted as the global inflation factor documented by studies such as those by Ciccarelli and Mojon (2010) and Mumtaz and Surico (2012) because the estimated first principal component shows movements nearly identical to those of the OECD inflation rate. By looking at several OECD macro-variables, we find that the OECD inflation rate is largely determined by two factors: the M2 growth rate for OECD countries and the OECD trade/GDP ratio. Section 3 shows that the Korean inflation rate is directly affected by the first principal component or the OECD inflation rate. In particular, we can infer that the OECD inflation rate acts as a short-term driver of Korea’s inflation because it predicts Korea’s inflation rate one quarter ahead. In addition, the second and third principal components, which are directly related to China’s inflation rate, have significant in-sample explanatory power for Korea’s inflation rate in the short-term. However, the performance outcomes of the principal components for the one-year- and two-year-ahead predictions are not satisfying.

It is shown in Figure 1 and Figure 2 that Korea’s inflation rate changes almost simultaneously with those of the developed countries. Figure 16 indicates that China’s quarterly inflation rate tends to move one or two quarters ahead of Korea’s quarterly inflation rate. In particular, this phenomenon is observed for about five years before and after the 2008 financial crisis. Figure 17 compares Korea’s and China’s yearly inflation rates. The pointed pattern seems clearer in the yearly data. This would be other evidence suggesting that China's inflation rate can be used to explain or predict Korea’s inflation in the short-term.
The rapid increase in the trade volume between Korea and China over the last 30 years has triggered strong inflation coordination. In addition, the cheap labor and scale production of the Chinese economy appear to play an important role in reducing the prices of many Chinese products which are exported to Korea. Because China’s inflation is directly related to the low production cost and Chinese products are exported to Korea, it is reasonable to conjecture that China’s inflation precedes Korea’s inflation. This is also consistent with the evidence that one of the main determinants of OECD inflation is the OECD trade/GDP ratio.

Many studies mentioned in the previous sections argue that the short-term and mid-term movements of inflation in each country are mainly determined by a single global inflation factor. As a result, they conclude that the global low inflation phenomenon is attributed to the low global factor, which is independent of domestic monetary policies. However, this study provides evidence that more than one global factor and their corresponding effects on the Korean inflation rate are limited in the mid-term, despite the fact that these effects are non-negligible in the short-term. Another important finding of this study is that the mid-term trend of Korea’s inflation is largely determined by the monetary policy of the Bank of Korea and the Korean economic situations in that Korea’s domestic macro-variables well predict its inflation rate ahead by one or two years.

Since 1998, the Bank of Korea's policy goal has been to promote price stability via inflation targeting. It is well known that a monetary policy affects the economy with some lags. Previous studies such as those by Lee et al. (2005) and Kim (2010)
argue that Korea’s monetary policy has somewhat faster effects on the economy compared to other developed countries and that these effects last for more than a year. The characteristics of Korea’s monetary policy imply that the Bank of Korea should determine the proper direction and timing of their monetary policy instruments only after carefully considering both short-term and the mid-term effects. This also requires good predictions of future inflation rates. Overall, our main empirical results suggest that the Bank of Korea should implement monetary policy in line with domestic economic conditions which have dominant mid-term effects rather than global inflation factors which have only short-term effects. In addition, in the light of the result that China’s inflation rate precedes Korea’s inflation rate, China’s inflation rate would be a good candidate variable for policymakers to forecast Korea’s inflation rate more accurately.

As of 2019, the central bank of the United States has maintained a tightening monetary policy and the U.S. inflation rate has remained close to the target rate 2%. However, at that time, there were many factors that could lead to a decline in inflation. Even before the coronavirus pandemic, the short- and long-term interest rates were reversed, which is a strong sign of an economic recession. Moreover, due to the trade dispute with China, positive outlooks for the global economy are difficult to find. In Europe, many experts noted that a sharp increase in government debt could have a strong adverse effect on the economy. Now, the coronavirus pandemic is aggressively suppressing aggregate demand. Despite the fact that the trade dispute between the US and China will have a negative impact on the global trade volume, which will create upward pressure on inflation, it appears to be more convincing that global inflation will undergo strong downward pressure in the long-run considering the global virus pandemic, which dampens both global demand and supply. We leave the effects of the virus pandemic on global and Korea inflation as an important future research agenda.

V. Conclusion

This study analyzes the recent global inflation synchronization and examines its policy implications for the Korean economy. Unlike previous studies that emphasize the importance of a single global inflation factor, it is shown here that more than one global inflation factor affect Korean inflation in the short-term, while their mid-term impacts are limited. The Bank of Korea’s 2018 monetary credit policy report indicates that the link between domestic inflation and global inflation in the Korean economy has shown a rapid rise since the 2008 financial crisis. On the other hand, Kamber and Wong (2018)’s International Settlement Bank (BIS) report argues that the impact of the global inflation factor on a country’s inflation lasts only in the short-term, while its long-term inflation trend is determined by the country’s monetary policy stance. Regarding the important question of whether domestic inflation has become a slave to global inflation factors or whether domestic monetary policy remains a valid policy instrument, this study provides important policy implications consistent with Kamber and Wong (2018). However, this does not necessarily intend to ignore the effects of the global inflation on the Korean inflation rate in the mid-term or long-term. Rather, it means that many domestic macro-
variables well reflect global macro environments over time. Therefore, it is desirable
to pay close attention to domestic macro-variables when enacting monetary policy.
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